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INTRODUCTION 

It is well known that adsorption of liquids on dry surfaces of solids is accompanied 
by the evolution of heat. Such heat effects measure the changes in surface energy of 
the solids and adsorbate produced in the process of adsorption. 

Similar heat effects were found to talce place when one liquid displaced another 
as an adsorbed layer on a solid, or as a sorbed liquid. Where the displacing liquid is 
much more strongly sorbed or adsorbed than that displaced, the heat effect is consider- 
.able even when the displacing liquid is introduced as a dilute solution in the liquid 
being displaced. Such displacement phenomena when applied to adsorption have been 
referred to in the literature as processes of preferential adsorptioni. In this paper the 
sorption and adsorption phenomena are both referred to under the general name of 
preferential sorption. 

The process of preferential adsorption is of importance in the field of solid-liquid 
chromatography, where it forms a basis for the separations of mixtures into fractions 
of different chemical and physical properties l. The type of separation achieved by a 
given adsorbent can be predicted on the basis of the determinations of the heat of 
preferential adsorption. Such predictions should be more realistic than those based 
on determinations of the heats of wetting of dry adsorbents by different constituents 
of a misture. 

This paper describes determinations of the heats of preferential sorption by a 
specially constructed calorimeter. The results presented illustrate application of the 
calorimeter to determination of the heats produced on a number of different ad- 
sorbents including an ion-exchange resin and a metal soap, 

Afq+aratus and y5roccdw~e 
EXPERIMENTAL 

The apparatus used is represented in Fig. I. The apparatus has been described pre- 
viously2 and its prototype described in this Journal 3. It consists essentially of a cell 
filled with an adsorbent, thermocouples placed in a direct contact with the adsorbent, 
and a suitable jacketing arrangement. The cell is kept at room temperature, i.e. 
zoo & 2’. The lagging surrounding the cell is sufficient to eliminate any sudden changes 
of temperature inside the cell. 
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In the cell are placed 15 thermocouples connected in series and composed of 
32 %WG copper and constantan wires. The hot junctions of the thermocouples are 
situated immediately above the plug and are sealed, by means of Araldite D cement, 
into the wall of the cell. The ends of the thermocouples are only slightly protruding 
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Fig. I. Calorimeter for determination of heats of prefcrentisl sorption. 

from the wall and are in direct contact with the powdered solid. The wires from the 
cold junctions pass out of the glass jacket through holes in the rubber bung to the 
outside where the cold junctions are kept at the temperature of the surrounding 
medium. The output from the thermocouples is fed into a potentiometric recorder of 
500 PV full scale deflection. A coil of nichrome wire possessing a resistance of IO 52 is 
situated in the centre of the cell. The coil is used to reproduce the heat effects taking 
place during adsorptions, by passing through it a small current from a source of 
constant known voltage, for a measured length of time. 

A glass tube is connected directly to the cell and estends to a special attachment 
which is used for introducing small quantities of the substance under examination 
from a micrometer, syringe into a carrier liquid flowing continuously through the cell. 
The carrier liquid is contained in a separating funnel and its flow is regulated by a 
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capillary jet attached to the end of the funnel. The flow is usually between 0.3 and 
0.5 ml/min. 

Initially, when the carrier liquid comes into contact with the dry adsorbent in 
the cell, a temperature rise is produced. From this rise it is possible to obtain, if it 
is so desired, the heat of adsorption of the carrier liquid on the adsorbent saturated 
with air. After approximately 30-40 min the heat produced by wetting of the dry 
adsorbent is dissipated and the hot and cold junctions of the thermocouples are at 
the same temperature. At this point a measured amount of another liquid, or solid 
in solution, is introduced into the carrier liquid. As soon as the injected material 
reaches the adsorbent, preferential adsorption takes place with the accompanying 
evolution of heat. 

The heats of preferential sorption obtained on replacement of a carrier liquid by a 
more strongly adsorbed liquid are given in Fig. 2a and b; the peaks shown are scaled 
down to about half the size of those registered by the potentiometric recorder. Two series 
of determinations are presented. In one series (Fig. za) the heat effects are due to 
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Fig. 2. Heats of prcfercntial sorption registered by a recorcling potentiometer. 

preferential sorption of liquids on lithium stearate from benzene which was the carrier 
liquid. The benzene peak in Fig. 2a was produced by replacement of gz-heptane by 
benzene. In the preferential adsorption on carbon black (Fig. zb), the heat effects are 
due to replacement of ut-heptane from the adsorbent. 

In both series the carrier liquid was flowing through the adsorbents at the rate 
of 0.4 ml/min. 

In Figs:3 and 4 the heats produced by the preferential sorption by the two solids 
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Fig. 3. Heats of preferential adsorption from 92-heptane on carbon black. 
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are plotted against the increasing amounts of liquids preferentially sorbed. The same 
relationships are sh.own in Figs. 5 and 6 for adsorptions on silica gel, and sorption 
on Zeocarb 225 (cation exchange resin) respectively. ;‘: 

b 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

The nature of the apparatus used in this work was such that the sorptions taking 
place were dynamic in character, i.e. the sorption that occurred was immediately 
followed by a desorption process, which usually, although not exclusively, produced 
a measurable heat effect opposite to that occurring in the adsorption process. 

The heat effects produced by preferential adsorption have been studied under 
conditions in which the amount of the displacing liquid is insuffxient to form a 
monomolecular layer on the available surface. All of the adsorbents used had surface 
areas in excess of IOO mz/g. For parafflnic molecules lying flat on such a surface, and 
occupying about IO A2 per carbon atom, 1100 m2 of surface would accommodate rozl 

such carbon atoms, equivalent to about 24 mg of hydrocarbon. For straight-chain 
organic molecules of molecular weight of IOO adsorbed end-on, and each occupying 
16 ~$2, zoo m2 of surface would accommodate about ~oomg. The quantities of displac- 
ing liquids used in this work were in the range 0.2 to 70 mg per gram of adsorbent 
and thus in general were insufficient to provide a monomolecular layer over these 
high surface area-materials. On the other hand, one solid used (lithium stearate) had 
a surface area of less than I mz/g, which would be covered by less than I mg of 
adsorbate. Considerable heat effects obtained for this material indicate that mainly 
sorption processes take place, whereby the molecules of liquids enter into the crystal- 
Yine lattice of the solid. On another solid of surface area less than I m”/g (a cation 
exchange resin in the acid form, Zeocarb 225) the heat of the exchange process with 
metal chlorides was esamined, but at much lower concentrations, so that all the 
hydrogen ions available were not eschanged. 

Since a substance injected into the carrier liquid is diluted by the liquid surround- 
ing the adsorbent in the cell, a possibility was considered of the heats of solution 
forming a part of the total heat effect obtained. For this purpose the cell of the 
calorimeter was filled with a coarse sand (surface area < I m2/g by N, adsorption) 
having no sorptive properties. Various liquids w&e injected into qz-heptane flowing 
through the sand and heat effects measured. No heat effect was obtained for the 
injections of gz-hexadecane, and a positive heat of 0.03 cal obtained for an injection 
of 45 - 10-s moles of benzene. That heat effect was considerably smaller than the 
heats of preferential sorption determined in the present work, which were at least 
IO times higher for a similar amount of benzene adsorbed. 

A possibility was also considered that some of the heat effects obtained on 
adsorption of gz-heptane or benzene on lithium stearate may be due to the soap 
dissolving in these liquids. This was checked by passing 50 ml of rt-heptane and 
benzene through I g of the soap placed in the cell of the calorimeter at the rate of 
0.4 ml/min, and filtering and evaporating the collected liquids. The residue was 
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found to be less than I mg. It was concluded therefore that no solution of lithium 
stearate took place in the experiments described, and the heat effects were due 
sntirely to sorption. 

In the process of sorption, the heat effect is due to a change in free energy of the 
solute which eschanges the environment of the solvent for that of the solid surface 
of the adsorbent49 6. 

Let us consider a solution of substance Ain solvent B and assume that the total 
number of moles present in the solution is nzn + ?‘?zB, 

When this solution is placed in contact with a solid adsorbent saturated with 
solvent 13, adsorption of A occurs only if it is accompanied by a decrease of free 
energy. 

If + moles of A are adsorbed and 1’ moles of B desorbed from the solid, the total 
number of moles remaining in the solution after the process will be rn~ - p + mu + r. 

Thus the concentration of A in mole fractions in the solution decreases from 

and that of B increases from 

Y to 
jnu + y 

= Ye 

where X, Y and Xc, Ye are the mole fractions of A and B in the solution before 
adsorption and at equilibrium after adsorption, respectively. Thus the adsorption 
and desorption processes continue until equilibrium concentrations of A and 13, 
given by /Ye and Ye respectively, are reached. 

The total change in free energy of the system is composed of four main factors, 
i.e. those due to adsorption of A, desorption of 13, decrease in concentration of A in 
the solution and increase in concentration of B in the solution. If the energy of the 
surface covered by solvent B is represented by ~SBYB and that covered by solute A 
by #JSQA, where Sn and S B are the areas covered by one mole of the adsorbates, 
?A and YB are the surface tensions of the adsorbent covered with molecules A and B 
respectively, the change in free energy of the surface on the preferential adsorption 

is @ADA- ~SBYB. 

The changes of free energy accompanying the decrease and increase in concentra- 
tion of A and B in the solution can be represented by: 

PRT In $$ and 
Ye 

rRT 111 - 
Y 

respectively where Se < IX and Ye > Y. 
Thus the total change in free energy during the process of preferential adsorption 

is : 
AF = ‘PSAYA - VSB~B + +RT In g +rRTln-$ (1) 

where R is the gas constant and r the absolute temperature, 
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The heat change in the process is given by the.Gibbs-Helmholtz equation: 

AF =AH-TAS (2) 

where AN = heat change during adsorption 
AF = free energy change during adsorption 
dlS = entropy change during adsorption. 

Usually the heat change is approximately equal to the change in free energy. 
In some cases however, the entropy change may be appreciable. In particular, this 
effect may be appreciable if the adsorbed molecules change the configuration they 
had in solutions. 

The heat - LIH lost by the system during the process of preferential adsorption 
is given by eqn. (3) obtained by combining eqns. (I) and (2). 

--AH=- @SAYA - YSB~B + pRT In $ + YRT In -$) - TAS 

For many adsorptions the difference between the first two factors of the free 
energy term is so large that the other factors are negligible in comparison, An example 

(3) 

of this is the preferential adsorption of ethyl alcohol from solution in qz-heptane on 
silica gel (Fig. 5). Thus, 0.270 cal of heat are evolved on adsorption of 4. IO-~ moles of 
the alcohol and the heat of dilution of the same amount of alcohol in +z-heptane is 
only 0.020 cal. 

According to theoretical predictions of DE BOER’ it may be possible for sorption 
to occur with an endothermic heat effect, when the entropy change is sufficiently 
large and positive to allow AF in eqn. (2) to have a negative value in spite of the 
positive value of AH. The preferential sorption of benzene from rt-heptane on lithium 
stearate (Fig. 2a) may be a case in point. It may be added here that the heats of 
sorption of dry lithium stearate by a-heptane and benzene are both positive, but the 
heat for N-heptane is greater (3.00 Cal/g) than that given by benzene (I.90 Cal/g). 

In liquid-solid chromatography the separation of constituents of a mixture may 
be influenced by all the factors on the right hand side of eqn. (3). The attempts to 
grade the eluting power of solvents on the basis of the heat of complete wetting of 
dry adsoibents* may be misleading if the pattern of adsorption of a substance, when 
preferential adsorption takes place, is different from the adsorption of the pure sub- 
stance. The difference in question is one between the energy changes corresponding 
to terms fiS~y~ and AF given in eqn. (I). Thus, in general, it is considered. that the 
determination of the heats of preferential sorption can predkt the sequence of 
adsorption better than the determination of the heats of adsorption of dry adsorbents. 

As can be seen in Fig. 2a and b, the positive heat effects are in most cases followed 
by negative heats. The latter heats are due to the desorption of material preferentially 
adsorbed when its concentration in the solution is below the equilibrium value &YE. 
Depending on this value, the negative heats are more or less marked. Thus, when 
ethyl alcohol is injected into a stream of benzene flowing through powdered lithium 
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stearate, preferential sorption of ethyl alcohol takes place from benzene solution, 
the process continuing so long as the concentration of ethyl alcohol in the solution 
surrounding the adsorbent is above its equilibrium concentration Ye. When the 
concentration of ethyl alcohol in the solution becomes less than Ye, it is desorbed 
from lithium stearate, the process being accompanied by the absorption of heat. 

If the value Xc is very low, the desorption process may be very slow, and the 
absorption of heat occurring then is not indicated by the apparatus. Very small 
values of such negative heat effects characterize substances which are adsorbed very 
strongly from solution, i.e. substances for which the factor @SAYA is considerably 
greater than YSBYIJ. An example of this type of adsorption is furnished by preferential 
adsorption of ethyl alcohol on carbon black from 7z-heptane solution (Fig. zb). 

Most of the curves given in Figs. 3 to 6 show clearly that the heats of preferential 
adsorption and sorption decrease as the amount of substances adsorbed increases. 
This effect is very similar to that exhibited by the heats of adsorption of liquid and 
gaseous substances on solid surface@. 

It is concluded that the solid surfaces studied in this work are not uniform in 
character and consequently the heat evolved when the first molecules of a substance 
are adsorbed is higher (when expressed as a differential heat of adsorption) than that 
produced when the surface is partly saturated with the absorbate. 

It may be espected therefore that when a small amount of a substance is absorbed 
on the same weight of identical adsorbents possessing different surface areas, the 
solid with the greatest surface area would give the highest heat of preferential sorption. 
This has been in fact found for silica gel where the adsorption of 20 ,.LL~ of benzene 
from solution in +heptane on the gel possessing the area of 700 m2/g gives a heat 
effect of 0.570 cal, whereas the same amount of benzene adsorbed on the gel with a 
surface area of 300 m2/g gives 0.450 cal. 

The heat effects shown in Fig. 6 correspond to tire process of sorption involving 
strong ionic forces. When the metal chlorides come into contact with the resin in its 
acid form, a reaction sets in, whereby a metal salt of the resin is produced together 
with a corresponding amount of hydrochloric acid. The heat effect is mainly the 
result of the differences in the heat produced on the formation of the resin-metal 
complex and that absorbed in the decomposition of the chloride with the subsequent 
formation of hydrochloric acid and its solution in the water-alcohol mixture used as. 
the carrier liquid. 

It is interesting to note that the differential heats of preferential sorption that 
can be obtained from the curves shown in Fig. 6 decrease continuously, which is. 
similar to the trend exhibited by the preferential adsorption. 

It is inferred from the results shown in Figs. 3 and 5, for processes in which the 
entropy change is negligible, that if mixtures of the substances studied (e.g. gz-heptane- 
benzene, benzene-ethyl alcohol, etc.) were passed through columns filled with the 
respective adsorbents, the separations achieved would be predicted by the order of 
the heats of preferential sorption, the substance with a lower heat being the first to, 
emerge from the column. 
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SUMMARY 

The construction and applications of an inexpensive calorimeter suitable for the 
determination of heats of preferential sorption from liquid mixtures on solid surfaces 
is described. The calorimeter is very sensitive and is capable of detecting the heat 
effects as low as 0.001 Cal/g. 

The application of the calorimeter is illustrated by determinations of the heats 
of sorption for a number of liquids dissolved in rt-heptane and benzene on solid 
adsorbents such as carbon black, silica gel, alumina, lithium stearate and Zeocarb 
zz5 (a cation exchange resin). 

The significance of the results is discussed with special reference to the theory of 
solid-liquid chromatography. 
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